PLAYGROUND VOLUNTEERS – INFORMATION SHEET
Thank you for volunteering to work on the playground at Korean Culture Camp this summer! We think
this is a fun “job” to have and hope your experience is nothing less than enjoyable!
A Playground Volunteer is more involved than just watching the campers on the playground; rather, as a
Playground Volunteer your primary role will be to:





assist with sports and or craft activities,
get campers up, active and engaged (both in activity as well as with other campers),
assist with daily set-up, take-down, and clean-up, and
engage campers in innovative indoor activities on rainy days!

As a Playground Volunteer, you will assume an important role in creating a cooperative and fun
environment for all our campers! Some campers may need your help as they concentrate every
playground minute completing craft projects; others may want to participate in an organized sport that
you offer to oversee, while yet others may need you to encourage them to participate in smaller group
activities. No matter the activity, our goal for the playground is that every camper have fun ~
experiencing safe and engaging activities, while being encouraged to get moving so s/he can sit and listen
in 90 degree classrooms after playground time!!

Some “need to know” volunteer information: (1) To help the playground run smoothly, it is important
that you work the day(s) assigned to you. If for some reason, you are unable to fulfill your commitment,
please contact one of the Playground Area Coordinators ASAP. One of the coordinators will also be
calling you in June to verify your days or answer any questions you may have. (2) Playground
Volunteers meet every day, after morning assembly (around 9:30 a.m.) at the top of the bleachers near the
restrooms. If this is your first time volunteering, don’t hesitate to ask someone how to find us!
Thanks again for sharing your time and energy with KCC campers this summer!
Playground Area Coordinators
Tammy Mehlhaus
Tkmehlhaus@gmail.com

Shar Moseng
shar_moseng@yahoo.com

